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REPRESENTATIVE MATTERS AND CASES

Bankruptcy and Restructuring

Acted as the person-in-charge of (interim) bankruptcy administrator of the
listed company Shanghai Trendzone Holding Group Co., Ltd. (603030:
SHH)’s prepackaged restructuring and restructuring, which is the first
restructuring case of a convertible corporate bond issuer listed on the
Shanghai Stock Exchange, and also the first prepackaged restructuring case
of a listed company in Shanghai; the case was selected as one of the Top
Ten Classic Bankruptcy Cases of the Shanghai Bankruptcy Court in 2023

Acted as the executive-in-charge of (interim) bankruptcy administrator of ZK
Engineering & Development Corporation Headquarters' prepackaged
restructuring and restructuring, which is, in Shanghai, the first prepackaged
restructuring and the first restructuring case involves a trust plan, with assets
and debts at issue nearly amounting to RMB one hundred billion; the case is
the largest restructuring case in Shanghai by the end of 2022, and was
selected as one of the Top Ten "National Bankruptcy Classic Cases" in 2022
and also one of the Shanghai Bankruptcy Court's 2021 Top Ten Cases of
Administrator’s Outstanding Duty Performance

Acted as the person-in-charge of bankruptcy administrator of Shanghai
Shengnan Industrial Development Co., Ltd.’s restructuring; the case is PRC’s
first statutorily supported restructuring case in which the court appointed the
administrator based on the applicant's nomination, and is also the first
restructuring case commenced by the Bankruptcy Tribunal of the Shanghai
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Pudong New Area People's Court upon its establishment; the case was
selected as one of the Classic Bankruptcy Trial Cases of the Shanghai
Pudong New Area People’s Court in 2022

Acted as the person-in-charge of (interim) bankruptcy administrator of Dingli
Real Estate (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.'s prepackaged restructuring and
restructuring, which is the first prepackaged restructuring case commenced
by the Shanghai Bankruptcy Court after the promulgation of the Shanghai
Bankruptcy Court’s Prepackaged Restructuring Cases Handling Regulations
(Trial) and was selected as one of the 2022 Classic Cases of the Shanghai
Bankruptcy Court

Acted as the executive-in-charge of (interim) bankruptcy administrator of the
listed company Flower King Eco-Engineering Inc. (603007: SHH)’s
prepackaged restructuring and its controlling shareholder’s restructuring

Acted as the person-in-charge of administrator of Shanghai Sansheng
Hongye Investment (Group) Co., Ltd.’s bankruptcy, with debts at issue
amounting to RMB tens of billions

Acted as the counselor for the local government and bankruptcy
administrator of Neoglory Group and its affiliates, with debts at issue
amounting to RMB tens of billions

Acted as the person-in-charge of bankruptcy administrator of the insolvency
liquidation of Shanghai Jingmao Culture Communication Co., Ltd., a
subsidiary of Sohu Group

Represented the Chinese Academy of Sciences Holdings Co., Ltd. and
several scientific research institutions affiliated to the Chinese Academy of
Sciences to proceed with the corporate liquidation work

Represented a world-leading viscose rayon multinational company in the
acquisition of a PRC company in the same industry through bankruptcy
proceedings, which was selected as one of the Classic Bankruptcy Trial
Cases of the Higher People's Court of Jiangsu Province in 2020

Represented COQAMC as the investor in multiple bankruptcy reorganization
and liquidation projects in Sichuan, Jiangxi and other places

Represented the chair of the creditors’ committee in the bankruptcy project of
Nantong Mingde

Advised a PRC shipping company on PRC bankruptcy law issues in a legal
proceeding before the High Court of the Republic of Singapore

Represented an offshore syndicate in the bankruptcy of Dalian STX

Represented offshore special opportunity funds in the acquisition of
bankruptcy projects regarding real estate in Shenzhen, Hubei and other
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places

Represented and advised multiple foreign-invested companies on handling
the liquidation issues of their subsidiaries in China

Commercial Dispute Resolution

Represented Everbright Securities in litigation with Baofeng Group over
disputes worth several billion RMB arising from a landmark cross-border
M&A transaction

Represented a NASDAQ-listed company’s Hong Kong subsidiary in a joint
venture dispute against a PRC state-owned company before the China
International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission

Represented a multinational pharmaceutical and life sciences company
headquartered in Germany in disputes arising from a series of high-profile
mergers and acquisitions

Represented a US-based biotechnology product development company’s
PRC subsidiary in a dispute over a distribution agreement before the China
International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission

Represented a multinational engineering company headquartered in the UK
in various disputes on sale and purchase agreements and distribution
agreements

Represented a Frankfurt-listed specialty chemicals company’s PRC
subsidiary in a technology transfer dispute before the Shanghai International
Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission (Shanghai International
Arbitration Center)

Represented a leading global construction engineering company
headquartered in Germany in an engineering contract dispute before the
Shanghai Arbitration Commission

Represented an international media and entertainment giant in disputes on
license agreements before the China International Economic and Trade
Arbitration Commission

Represented a leading global automobile company in multiple litigation
proceedings in PRC Courts in disputes arising from major accidents

Represented multiple offshore companies in several application proceedings
in PRC Courts for the recognition and enforcement of arbitral awards
rendered in foreign jurisdictions

Represented a PRC borrower in a series of disputes over international
syndicated loans
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OTHER INFORMATION

Education

University of Wisconsin, Law School, J.D.

China University of Political Science and Law, Law School, LL.B.

Professional Qualification

Admitted to practice in the PRC

Admitted to practice in Wisconsin (Inactive)
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